President’s Corner

I hope the summer is going well for all our MORNA members. At this time of year, the ORs reduce to summer slating and our daily work routines undergo change. As OR nurses we work and adapt constantly to changing conditions and circumstances to provide the best care to our patients. ORNAC and MORNAGA are also undergoing changes that cause us to adapt as we move forward as an organization.

It has been an interesting and exciting time for me as your President over the last 2 years. I have witnessed huge transition at the National level as we moved in compliance with the Canada Not-for-Profit-Act. National Board size was reduced and online registration started. At home we worked on the Bylaws and had meeting venue challenges. Personally I met many wonderful dedicated Canadian OR nurses who donate huge portions of their time to insure that our profession is as good as it can be. They help establish and maintain a high standard for us all. Members should be proud that this work is going on always with the goal of the highest quality of care for our patients in mind. I am very glad that I took the step of becoming President. I would encourage anyone to be involved by taking on a position at the Executive level. Everyone who joins brings their own special gifts and that is how we continue to evolve. I am very grateful to Leah Restall, Karen Sagness, Karen Warcimaga, Graciana Medeiros, Gladys Zinnick and especially Iris who has been with me the entire time and continues to serve as your Secretary. We will all be registering online in the fall so that will be a change for us to adapt to. Also we are trying a new meeting venue in the coming year. We will be in a large classroom in the basement of the day hospital at Riverview Health Centre starting in September. We will follow up later with maps and instructions. The room has screens and telehealth for our rural nurses who I hope will be there in larger numbers.

Please come out in September. We will have a get-together and explain the changes to the bylaws that are completed. New members can register in the fall and that will take you to December 2015.

It has been my pleasure to be your President. Thank you to all who welcomed and helped me.

Monica Palmquist
Morna Past President
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DINNER & BUSINESS Meeting was held on May 22\textsuperscript{th}, 2014 and we are pleased to welcome \textbf{Kim Goodman} (HSC) as our President-Elect, while \textbf{Jacquie Ratdke} (Seven Oaks) has taken on the role of our Educational Coordinator. We welcome you, and look forwards to working with you, in the coming year. Ornac registations will be on-line in the fall of 2014 at Ornac.ca. We look forwards to seeing you all out at our September Meeting, which will be held at Riverview Health Centre for the 2014-2015 year and Telehealth connecting with all our rural members.

\textbf{Monica Palmquist} is our new Past President, as her term is over. She has been an enthusiastic part of our Executive and lots of fun to work with. Monica will be a wealth of knowledge, resource and input, in helping our new President \textbf{Karen Sagness} in her two year term as Morna President. \textbf{Wendy Rodgers} has been quite busy as your Treasurer, updating and meeting with Auditor. A big thanks to Gladys Zinnick for mentoring Wendy and as a resource for endless questions!!!!

Gladys your never more than a phone call away...While I continue to be your Secretary, I look forwards to each of your correspondence and connecting with you at our Monthly educational sessions. We are planning another exciting year for 2014-2015 with the Spring Workshop booked for Saturday, March 7\textsuperscript{th} at Victoria Inn, and the May AGM at Norwood Hotel (TBA) Please mark these dates on your calender, as they are just around the corner!! \textbf{Iris MacMillan} - Morna Secretary
Presents: “RECOGNIZING RISK” Conference
June 19th & 20th, 2014
Best Western Lakeside Inn
470 First Avenue South

June 19th, 2014 (Thursday)
1600 – 1800 hrs SCORNA Conference Registration/Exhibits (Rosewood Room)
1800 – 1900 hrs Education Session: Social Media in Health Care: Risky Business
1900 - 2100 hrs Welcome/Registration
Vendor Exhibits’ and Wine & Cheese Reception
[All registrants welcome]

June 20th, 2014 (Friday)
0800 – 0830 hrs SCORNA Conference Registration/Breakfast (Heritage Room)
0830 – 1600 hrs SCORNA Conference
1515 – 1600 hrs SCORNA AGM

CONFERENCE FEE:
SCORNA Members $50.00
ORNAC/ORNAC Members $75.00
Non-Members $100.00

Payable to: “SCORNA Conference”

REGISTRATION DEADLINE: June 13th, 2014

SCORNA CONFERENCE [JUNE 19/20, 2014]
“RECOGNIZING RISK”

Name: ________________________________
Address: ________________________________
City/Town: _____________________________ Postal Code: _____________________________
Hospital: _____________________________ Position: _____________________________
Telephone: _____________________________ E-mail: _____________________________

□ Yes □ No
□ Yes □ No
Hotel Conference Accommodation available: Best Western Lakeside Inn; 470 First Avenue; Kenora, Ontario ($119.00/night before taxes). Phone: 1-800-465-1120
Submit Registration and fees to:

W. Huber (SCORNA Treasurer) c/o Lake of the Woods District Hospital (Surgical Services)
21 Sylvan Street, Kenora, Ontario P9N-3W7
Fax: (807) 468-6794; Phone: (807) 468-9861 ext 2223; email: whuber@lwdh.on.ca
‘RECOGNIZING RISK’
2014 Bi-Annual Conference Agenda
Best Western Lakeside Inn
Kenora, Ontario – June 19th & 20th, 2014

June 19th, 2014
1600 - 1800 hrs Registration/Exhibits (Rosewood Room)
1800 – 1900 hrs ‘Social Media in Health Care: Risky Business’ (Cascade Room)
1900 – 2100 hrs Welcome Reception/Exhibits (Rosewood Room)

June 20th, 2014
0800 – 0830 hrs Breakfast
0830 – 0930 hrs Education session: TBA (Cascade Room)
0930 – 1000 hrs Opening Ceremony (Cascade Room)
1000 – 1100 hrs Joint Education Session: ‘Emergency Treatment of Hernias” – Dr. Michael Sarr (Cascade Room)
1100 – 1230 hrs Lunch / Exhibits (Rosewood Room)
1230 – 1400 hrs Education Session: ‘SPOT ON Core Temperature: Recognizing Risk of Hypothermia’ (Cascade Room)
1400 – 1415 hrs Nutrition Break (Cascade Room)
1415 – 1515 hrs Education Session: ‘Obstructive Sleep Apnea: Managing Risk Pre-Operatively, Intraoperatively, and Immediately Postoperatively’ (Cascade Room)
1515 – 1530 hrs Closing Remarks (Cascade Room)
1530 – 1600 hrs SCORNA Annual General Meeting / Elections (Cascade Room)
I recently had the opportunity to attend the Canadian Society of Plastic Surgeons Annual Meeting along with the Canadian Plastic Surgery Nursing Symposium held in Montreal, QC and would like to share some of the more interesting points from one of the presentations.

One of the speakers at the nursing symposium was Ann Tapp, a lawyer with the Canadian Nurses Protective Society (CNPS) who, prior to becoming an attorney worked for many years as a perioperative nurse in several different specialties at three different facilities within Alberta. In her presentation, she shared several cases of litigation brought against hospitals, physicians and nurses in varying circumstances. Her recommendation to nurses was to focus on Risk Management: keeping your risks low will help to ensure that you are providing safe nursing care. In managing risk, she suggested to focus on the following:

1. Communication
2. Documentation
3. Competence – your best defense in a law suit
4. Professional liability protection (CNPS)

With respect to documentation, Ms. Tapp suggested, as most of us are aware, that your documentation must be as thorough and precise as possible. She also strongly urged attendees to keep your documentation free from derogatory comments indicating this will come back to haunt you.

Further to the topic of competence, Ms. Tapp indicated two key points. Firstly, if a law suit is brought against you, you will be judged based on “The Standard of Care” for your given specialty. This “Standard of Care” compares the nurses actions in question to that of another and basically asks, “Were the actions of the nurse in question comparable to a reasonable and prudent nurse with similar experience and qualifications in a similar circumstance?” This means that your professional conduct will be compared to a nurse of similar standing.

In her second point related to competence, Ms. Tapp mentioned that in a law suit, the attorney representing the patient will ask to see your resume for the purpose of learning whether or not you have done due diligence in keeping your knowledge and skill set current for your practice. Simply put, they will look to see if you have attended conferences, workshops, etc, related to your practice in order to keep “current” and were these enough to allow you to practice nursing in a safe and competent manner. Ms. Tapp strongly recommended that all nurses must assume responsibility for keeping current with new practices and technologies as they arise.

Safe perioperative nursing is a goal that we all strive for every day and Ms. Tapp's presentation was a poignant reminder of how very important it is for us all to keep this in the forefront of our practice.

Thankyou,
Karen Sagness
Certified Perioperative Nurse Canada

**CNA CERTIFICATION/RECERTIFICATION**
Consider becoming certified in your specialty as a perioperative nurse - CPN(C). The deadline for applications to write in 2015 usually in November 2014 so check out the website and plan now to write in 2015. The deadline for certification renewal application for 2015 will be around the same time (Nov. 2014). You must have completed 3900 hours in your specialty prior to applying. Applications are accepted from Sept 1, of each year to ~mid Oct/Nov. Visit [www.ornac.ca](http://www.ornac.ca) and [www.cna-aiic.ca](http://www.cna-aiic.ca) for more information. MORNA has funding available for active members, $150.00 toward certification or recertification fees. This is separate from the educational funding and does not influence the amount of educational funding available to you. There are other sources of funding available follow the financial assistance link under obtaining certification on the CNA website. The fee schedule is available on the CNA website noted above. Click on **Become Certified!** on the left hand side of the home page.

**Important notice re Canadian Operating Room Nursing Journal (CORNJ) subscriptions**
Please ensure that MORNA has your correct & current address. These addresses are submitted at the beginning of each year to Clockwork. If the journal is considered undeliverable, the cover is ripped off and the journal is discarded by Canada Post. The cover is then delivered back to the publisher with a C.O.D. charge of $0.65 for each cover. ORNAC pays for all returned journals decreasing final profits. Any changes of address also need to be submitted as soon as possible to prevent any delays in subsequent mailings. Subscription problem inquiries should be directed to the MORNA executive, not directly to Clockwork/CORNJ.***Your change of address can be done directly on the ORNAC website. Go to [http://www.ornac.ca](http://www.ornac.ca), then journals, select subscriptions. The change of address window can be found here.
Coming Soon
Z305.0 Safety in perioperative environments

Perioperative environments and their associated risks and hazards are found in the traditional acute care hospital but are increasingly common in a wide variety of health care settings (e.g., surgi-centres, vision correction practices, medical and dental offices). CSA Group’s upcoming voluntary Standard on Perioperative Safety will provide organizations with systematic guidelines enabling them to develop and continuously improve safer work environments.

Focusing on the hazards and risks associated with perioperative environments, a key goal of the new standard is to provide a framework for prevention and mitigation of a range of issues from medical devices, chemical and anesthetic agents, to team risk.

How the Standard Benefits Employers & Employees

Employees may benefit through:
- Protection from risks and hazards associated with perioperative environments
- Promotion of staff education and healthier perioperative teams

Employers may benefit through:
- Guidance on appropriate policies and procedures
- Improve risk management
- Protection and retention of staff
BACKGROUND

ORNAC and other stakeholders are championing the development of this standard and it is being undertaken by CSA Group with the participation of a multi-stakeholder Technical Committee representing health professionals, medical industry, health care management, and government.

Related Products

Z314.0 – Medical device reprocessing – General requirements NEW
Z314.3 – Effective sterilization in health care facilities by the steam process
Z314.8 – Decontamination of reusable medical devices
Z305.12 – Safe storage, handling, and use of portable oxygen systems in residential buildings and health care facilities
Z305.13 – Plumes scavenging in surgical diagnostic, therapeutic, and aesthetic settings
Z386 – Safe use of lasers in health care facilities
Z387 – Safe use of electrosurgical medical devices and systems in health care NEW
Z7306.1 – Medical gas pipeline systems – Part 1: Pipelines for medical gases, medical vacuum, medical support gases, and anaesthetic gas scavenging systems
Z1000 – Occupational health & safety management
Z1003 – Psychological health & safety in the workplace – Prevention, promotion, and guidance to staged implementation
Z8000 – Canadian health care facilities

RELATED TRAINING PRODUCTS

- Safety at Work – An Introduction to Z1000
- Safety at Work – Implementing an OH&S Management System
- Medical Device Reprocessing Online Training
- Fundamentals of Infection Control During Construction
- Z8000 – Facilities that Work for the Staff Planning for Clinical Support Services

Contact Information

www.shop.csa.ca
email: training.csgroup.org
tel: 800-463-6727
For more information contact:
Cathryn Cortese, Project Manager
Cathryn.cortese@csagroup.org

Program

June 26th, 2014

1300 - 1400  LUNCH WITH VENDORS IN EXHIBIT HALL

1330 - 1400  REGISTRATION

1400 - 1405  WELCOME MESSAGE
Karen Sagness RN, CPN(C), RNFA  
    Symposium Chair

1405 - 1410  **WELCOME MESSAGE**  
    Dr. W. Bryan Callaghan  
    President, Canadian Society of  
    Plastic Surgeons

1410 - 1510  **CURRENT LEGAL RISK AREAS FOR PLASTIC SURGERY NURSES**  
    Ann Tapp, RN, BA, LLB  
    Canadian Nurses Protective Society

1510 - 1555  **ELECTROSURGERY: BASICS, SAFETY AND RISK MANAGEMENT IN AESTHETICS, BURNS, PLASTICS AND RECONSTRUCTION**  
    Maggie Zed  
    Territory Manager and Product Specialist, AMT Electrosurgery

1555 - 1615  **NUTRITION BREAK**

1615 - 1645  **THE CARE OF PATIENTS WITH CLEFT LIP AND PALATE**
Any of these pique your interest?

Sources of funding

1. WRHA – $500.00 each year Jan to Dec, plus 2 days salary replacement, to a maximum of 2 days per year. (Those outside of the WRHA contact your local HA).

2. MNU – $200.00 per fiscal year (available to all MNU members, contact your ward rep). Some locals have additional educational funds.

3. MORNA members - contact your rep or go online at (must have been a member in the previous year). www.ornac.ca/chapters/MORNA/ for funding guidelines
SYMPOSIUM CANADIEN des INFIRMIÈRES et INFIRMIERS en CHIRURGIE PLASTIQUE

PROGRAMME
June 26th, 2014

13h - 14h  DÉJEUNER avec les EXPOSANTS

13h30 - 14h  INSCRIPTION

14h - 14h05  MOTS de BIENVENUE
Karen Sagness RN, CPN(C), RNFA
Présidente du Symposium

14h05 - 14h10  MOTS de BIENVENUE
Dr W. Bryan Callaghan
Président de la Société Canadienne des Chirurgiens Plasticiens

14h10 - 15h10  LES RISQUES LÉGAUX pour les INFIRMIÈRES et INFIRMIERS SPÉCIALISÉ(E)S CHIRURGIE PLASTIQUE
Ann Tapp, RN, BA, LLB
Société de Protection des Infirmières et Infirmiers du Canada

15h10 – 15h55 **L’ÉLECTRO-CHIRURGIE : les TECHNIQUES de la SÉCURITÉ, la GESTION des RISQUES en ANESTHÉSIE, les BRÛLURES, la RECONSTRUCTION**

Maggie Zed
Directrice Régionale des Produits Électro-Chirurgicaux AMT

15h55 – 16h15 **PAUSE SANTÉ**

16h15 – 16h45 **Le SOIN des PATIENTS PORTEURS DE FENTE LABIO PALATINE**

Dr. Patricia Bortoluzzi
Stéphanie Santos, RN
Joanne Berube, RN
Université de Montréal

16h45- 17h15 **RAJEUNISSEMENT FACIAL**

Dr Stephanie Olivier
Université de Sherbrooke

17h15 **MOTS de la FIN et ÉVALUATIONS**

Tous commentaires et suggestions au sujet du symposium peuvent être adressés à Karen Sagness
cpsnursingsymposium@gmail.com
JOIN NOW

The Canadian Association of Medical Device Reprocessing (CAMDR) provides healthcare workers access to comprehensive and industry-leading development tools to promote quality, excellence and advance the medical device reprocessing profession.

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
- Latest industry news and trends
- Reduced rates at conferences and events
- Scholarship, bursaries, and awards
- Networking opportunities
- Volunteer opportunities
- Membership to a professional association

MEMBERSHIP LEVELS
Employed MDR personnel
Active Member 12 months $50

Allied individuals with MDR
Associate Member 12 months $50

HOW TO JOIN
Register online at www.CAMDR.ca

Print the form online and mail it to:
Canadian Association of Medical Device Reprocessing
147 Parkside Drive
Oak Bluff, MB R4G 0A6

Be Part of the First National MDR Conference in Canada
Delta Hotel | RBC Convention Centre
Winnipeg, MB
October 16-19, 2014
Register online at www.CAMDR.ca | Early bird deadline: June 30
Inaugural Conference
Delta Hotel | RBC Convention Centre
Winnipeg, MB | October 16 - 19, 2014

MDR technicians, MDR managers, OR managers, OR nurses, educators and infection prevention & control staff

Opening Keynote Speaker
Dr. Dave Williams
Motivation & Peak Performance

Featured Plenaries
Kelly Chapman
Team Building in the OR and MDRD

Dr. Michelle Alfa
Can We Effectively Ban the Biofilm?

MDRD Jeopardy

Concurrent Sessions

Vendor Exhibition

Closing Keynote Speaker
Sylvia Yaeger
Respectfully, Up Yours: How to Play Nice at Work

For more information and registration: www.CAMDR.ca

Registration
Existing Members
Early Bird + 1 Year Membership
Regular Rate + 1 Year Membership
Rates
$225
$300
$325
Closing Dates
October 1, 2014
June 30, 2014
October 1, 2014
ORNAC- Operating Room Nurses of Canada 23rd National Bi-Annual Conference is an example of where novice and experienced perioperative nurses from across Canada and around the world come together to provide and share an accelerated level of education and best practise, to network with friends, co-workers, enjoy Canadian culture, have fun and come away with an attitude of continued commitment of embracing change that will collaboratively, as a team, promote caring & ensure good patient outcomes.

This year was the first year that Ornac and IFPN (International Federation of Perioperative Nurses) together hosted this event, in sharing the importance of international co-operation, to help establish and promote best practise in perioperative nursing and care for patients throughout the world.

Perioperative Nursing encompasses three distinct phases of the surgical experience, (1) preoperative- the initial time or period in which the individual (patient) is informed of the need for surgery, (2) intraoperative- the duration of the surgical intervention and recovery, (3) postoperative- continues until the individual returns to their daily activities. Perioperative nursing is patient orientated, providing patient care & safety, shared information through interviews, assessment & teaching, monitoring, prevention of infection, maintenance of dignity & respect, a positive response to anaesthesia, using knowledge, communication & collaboration, in planning for a successful patient outcome during the surgical intervention.

Technological advances in science, research, clinical practise & technology over the last 15 years have had a huge impact on surgical procedures today. Past procedures involving a hospital operating room, a large incision, hospital stay with extended recovery, are now being performed as Same-day or Ambulatory surgery. Minimally invasive procedures (MIS), where surgery is undertaken through a tiny puncture site or two, with specialized equipment & instruments, promotes quicker recovery and discharges the same day. Today surgery can be performed in areas outside of acute hospital operating room settings, such as free standing surgical centers, mobile surgical units, satellite surgery centers, surgeon office based operating rooms, clinics & in the Radiology unit using interventional technology instead of open procedures.

With continuously evolving surgical techniques & instrumentation, as a result of repeated advances in technology, to become competent, with hands on experience in some more complex specialties, after the basic training has been completed, perioperative nursing can take up to two years, as is on-the-job learning.

Perioperative nursing is very rewarding, through collaboration with a team, assisting & promoting well-being to an individual during surgery. There are many opportunities outside of the surgical setting where continuous learning can take place, educational inservices, lectures, workshops, courses, and conferences. Learning is endless in a profession as nursing, and the networking with colleagues is everlasting. To share ideas, values, policies, standards & practises that are always evolving with today's advancing technology, helps to provide information and knowledge, teach skills that require mastering, for a new perioperative nurse to retain, then progress & function independently.

During the Conference, there were numerous sponsored educational breakfast sessions, to participate in; Breast Cancer Awareness, Multidisciplinary Approach to Enhanced Recovery
Surgery, Advances in Surgical Site Infection, and Adding some “SENSE” to Laparoscopic Surgery. Thank you to each of you for your support & involvement in our continued learning, Medline, Covidien, Johnson & Johnson, and ConMed.

The companies exhibiting their latest in technology, design & instrumentation, from both Canadian and International Manufacturers & Distributors, were endless yet rewarding in promoting safety & patient care, during the perioperative experience. The week of Educational Sessions were directed at Patient Safety, Creating Effective Inter-Professional OR Teams, International Perioperative Nursing, Advancing Perioperative Nursing-Personally & Professionally, Management- Healthcare Delivery & Efficiencies, Clinical-Specialty Specific, Education- Developing Perioperative Nursing, Perioperative Nursing Education, Workplace Safety, International Speakers, & French Sessions.

I would like to give special recognition to one of our own Morna colleagues, Lesia Yasinski RN/BN M.S.A., Manager Nursing Initiatives, WRHA, for her presentation on “Authentic Leadership: Developing the Leader Within.” Your endless passion for teaching, planning, collaboration within Morna, at Ornac, & the role in perioperative nursing, inspires those around you to continuously achieve.

The Keynote Presentations by (1) Dr. Dave Williams (Canadian Space Agency Program, & NASA Astronaut, setting records in spacewalking- 687 hours in space with 3 spacewalks- the highest number of spacewalks ever performed in a single mission) talked on “Risk Management: Don't Take Chances; Manage Risks.” and then (2) Lieutenant-General The Honourable Romeo A. Dallaire (Canadian Armed Forces- serving 35 years. The Commander of the United Nations Assistance Mission to Rwanda where he shared his stirring account of his experiences during the worst genocide in the 20th century. In exposing the failures of the international community to stop this, in his best-selling book “Shake Hands With the Devil.” which was later released as a full-length film and won the Emmy Award for Best Documentary in 2007) presenting his lecture on “Leadership: A Humanistic Approach.”

The Ornac Executive and National Planning Committee, is to be congratulated and acknowledged for their endless enthusiasm in achieving a superb Conference with such inspirational, motivating and relevant guest speakers. I felt that all in attendance, were left at the end of the Conference, wanting to personally promote higher standards, greater postgraduate learning, so that excellence in perioperative nursing can be experienced.

I would like to thank Morna for promoting such a vibrant conference, and encourage everyone to participate in these events.

Iris MacMillan
Seven Oaks Hospital